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and to venture in the
highest sense is
precisely to become
conscious of one's self
Kierkegaard

To venture causes
anxiety, but not to
venture is to lose one's
self....
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Free Concert With McKendree Spring
For the very first time , the
College Center Board is presenting
a free concert featuring
Institution and McKendree Spring
as part of its annual Christmas
program on December 18.
The traditional Yule Log
Ceremony will be held in Sloan
Lounge, College Center, from
12: 30 to I: 30 p.m. There will be
no programmed entertainment in
the snack bar at all. Students who
intend to use drugs and/or alcohol
to enhance on-campus celebration
will be running the considerable
risk of being busted.
The group, Institution, will
appear in concert in the TPA from
2:00 to 3:00 p.m. , followed by
McKendree Spring, who will
perform from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Only students with validated ID's
will be admitted to the concerts.
Two persons will be admitted on

each ID. Free refreshments will be
served in the TP A Lobby.
McKENDREE SPRING as a
group are like a Renaissance man,
comprised of four distinctive
beings who have blended together
to form a new idea in popular
music. As the group's singer, Fran
McKendree delivers a clean sound
that can grow to the jolting
climax of "Traitor Spock, she
screams . . ." or the soft sweet
pleas of "What Will We Do With
the Child?" Yet, he still retains
the folk flavor that has become
his via the Campus Coffee House
circuit, a love of Woody Guthrie,
and the noticeable absence of
drums in McKENDREE SPRING .
His feeling "ror country living "it's open and warm ; the city's
great, but after a few weeks I need
the country to get myself back
together" - is closely related to
his feeling for his music.
If Fran may be called the folk

influence of the group , Marty
Slutsky is certainly the city man .
His lead guitar gets into driving
and complex passages. "What Will
We Do With the Child?" contain s
some beautiful counter melodies.
The other members of the group
say he "plays it cool, yet has a lot
of soul - he's into living like
heavy rock." Marty adds the fuzz
box - rock angle to the group ;
and yet, even with these elements
of the now fading acid-rock , their
sound remains mellow, and, above
all, clean. Larry Tucker, the bass
player , is a warm , poetic kind of
guy whose roots, like Marty' s, are
in hard rock. With Marty , he
provides a solid foundation for
Fran's flowing vocals, and
occasionally, a clear jump in to a
blues-rock riff. Larry's the one
who meets the most people on
tour ; he's concerned with them
and their feelings. Mike Dreyfuss,
the final element in McKENDREE
SPRING, is the electric violinist.

Among the members o f the group ,
Mike is the intellectual. According
to Fran, " he has a certain
foresight ; he can see what's going

to happen to sound s and music in
the future ; he seems to know
what peoples' thoughts will be
like years from now."

Christmas Decorations Arrive
by Ina White

The
holiday
season
is
approaching, but on our campus
you don't need a calendar to
know it. Twenty-four locations
around the campus have been
brightly decorated by various
groups on campus.
The displays are being judged
yesterday, today, and tomorrow
on the basis of difficulty of area,
creativity, originality, and effort
by a group of five faculty
members: Miss R. Feigenbaum,
Psychology Dept. ; Mr. M. Hart,
Education Dept. ; Miss B. Van
Atta, Special Education ; Mrs. A.
Walko, aide to the Dean . of

Students;
and
Mrs.
S.
Killinghausen, of the Student
Activities Office.
The winners will be announced
at the Yule Log Ceremony on
December 18. The winning group
will re~eive a plaque with its name
engraved on it that will remain in
its possession until next year.
Bill R-oynolds, Chairman of the
event, noted that "This year's
event is the biggest so far.' "
According to Reynolds, 17 of the
24 groups participating got their
first choice of location.
The decorations will be up
until December 18, at which time
they must be removed in accordance with state law.

., .~
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7 Foreign Students
Attend N.S.C.
by Carolyn Hughes

Mrs. Mary Lou Jones, a
graduate of Birmingham-Southern
C allege and Northwestern
University, and a Counseling.
Psychologist, has been appointed
the new co-ordinator of Foreign
students at NSC. Mrs. Jones has
been with Counseling and
Psychological Services since 1965 .
She is very "enthusiastic and
excited" about her new duties and
looks forward to a rewarding year.
Mrs. Jones has already met
with each of the foreign students
and finds them all very well
adj usted to college life. She sees
her office as a co-ordinating effort
in helping the students utilize all
the resources of the college.
Aiding Mrs. Jones are Mrs.
Leila Kamell , assistant· professor
of ed ucation from Egypt, who
will serve as a consultant ; Mrs.
Trudi Anschue tz, director of
Whiteman Hall , who will supervise
dorm activities; Mrs.Janis Jackson
who will supervise student
activities;. and Marilynn Carter , a
junior, who is the Student Org
Foreign Student Advisor.
At present , there are seven
foreign students participating in
the program. Helen Barbas, a
junior from Cyprus, is a
psychology major, attended the
National University of Nicaragua

befo re coming to NSC.
Constaritinas (Gus) Tsentas , an
earth science major , is a junior
from Cyprus and plans to return
there after graduatio n. Louise
Phillips, a freshman, is a math
major from Guyana. Wren Hunt, a
spedal ed. major is a junior who
also has a brother living in
Washington, D.C. Rose Rodriguez ,
fresfunan , is a special ed . major
from Guatamala. Titus lnyang, a
junior from Nigeria, is a history
major who taught before coming
to NSC .
Students are recommended to
Newark State through the
Institute of International
Education . These students receive
no financial aid from the Institute
or from their native countries.
Stud ent Org . sponsors and
finances four of the students and
in some cases fee may be waived.
One common desire Mrs. Jones
discovered is that all would like to
become better acquainted with
more of the students at Newark
State . Plans for the future include
a get-together where everyone
could meet informally. Mrs. Jones
would also like to see special
events arranged in conjunction
with other colJeges. She also
emphasized the opportunities for
cultural exchange and
international understanding,
especialJy on a one-to-one basis.

Vote Age Backlash
the thing to..do. it m

"""'A.n,lv--a--k.-.

The voting age referendum was
defeated despite the

,•.•_..._._
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fact

that

many major candidates supported
lower voting ages, and, in New
Jersey, many would interpret the
returns as showing that older
voters do not think young people
are mature enough to join the
ranks of the electorate. Most older
people are convinced that these
young people will add a "liberal'"
element to voting trends.
Although the idea of giving the
vote to young people , already
passed into law by Congress
effective after Jan . I , 1971 , has
run into opposition, I disagree
with the majority who rejected
this issue.
If the majority of New Jersey
voters should study their history
books , they would realize that
great changes occur in history
when great principles such as
woman's rights , civil rights , and
now young peoples rights , are
involved. As a rule the majority
are wrong. For the great majority
are satisfied with appearances, as
though they were realities, and I
fear this over-simplification-syndrome by older people
will produce more young factions
who might from a moral point of
view justify working outside the
system.
All of us know that in the last
couple of years there has been
student unrest, breaking at times
into violence, in many parts of
America. There has been a great
deal of discussion as to what it all
means. Certainly, it means
something different to older
people as it does to younger
people. However, unless we are to
assume that young people have
gone crazy all over America, or
that they have decided that it's

t have--some

common meaning. I don't have to
go far to look for that meaning; I
am a young person and I think I
know what's the matter.
An 18-year-old is allowed to
work and pay taxes, volunteer to
serve and die for his country , and
account for his conduct in court
as an adult. Why then should he
not be allowed to vote and decide
where his taxes should be spent;
where he might serve his country
and possibly die for his flag ; and
which laws should govern his
conduct in an adult world?
l have felt increasingly that
something is terribly wrong - and
this year ever so much more than
last as the voting age referendum
was defeated . Something has gone
sour in older people . Ifs almost as
though there was a widespread
feeling that young people have
become irrelevant.
Andy Bartok , Jr.
Chairman, Union County
Young Democratic Club

Project you l
by Patti Ann Lee

New a rk State's secon d
PROJECT YOU was conducted
throughout the week of
November 30 to December 4.
Discussion groups and films were
presented, emphasizing such
topics as Parking and Security ,
Sports, Campus development,
curriculum, the war in Indochina,
repression in America and the
world, Kent State, and 3rd World
Movements.
The week began at a 10:00
a.m. Monday meeting in the
Snack Bar, with the Parking and
S ecur ities direct ors. The
workshop offered students the
opportunity to ask questions
and/or complain about the
Parking and Security situation on
campus. Mr. Bolger,Chief of
Security, Mr. Brilliante, Director
of Facilities, and Mr. Hill,
Director of Institutional Planning
were on hand for the discussion.
Also on Monday , the film THE
LOSER was presented by the
Film Committee of C.C.B. The
movie dealt with the narcotics
problem in relation to teenagers.
The Publications meeting was
cancelled, but PROJECT YOU
discussions continued in the Little
Theater from 2:00 p.m.-3 :00
p.m.,
Tuesday. December I , began
·with an assemblage for campus
development. Mr. Hill and Mr.
Diebold led

he discuss.ion. tatina

by Janet Gartner

Repression in America and
throughout the world was the
d:iaeusaion t-opic Ero-rn J J -:00 a.--.n.

the major needs of the campus are to noon, also in the coffee house.
increased dorm space, faculty This workshop discussed the way
offices and research areas, more repression has developed in this
student activities space and more country and in others around the
parking facilities. Mr. Hill went . world.
over the facilities to be erected in
A movie , CONFRONTATION
the near future, such as an AT KENT STATE, was shown
addition to Bruce Hall , an Thursday afternoon, dealing with
administrative building, and an the events of May 1-4 at Kent
addition to the power house .
State University. A student film
festival was held from J :30 p.m.
Long-range plans are dorm to 3 :00 p.m. Nine movies dealing
space for about 2,500 students, a with the Chicago convention, the
field house , and expansion of the war in Indochina, and repression
gym. The workshop on campus were shown.
organizations was cancelled for
PROJECT YOU continued
lack of attendance. The film THE through Friday, as a discussion of
FORGOTTEN AMERICAN was the Black Panther Party was
shown in the Little Theater. The scheduled. Representatives from
film showed the various economic the Panther's Ministry of
and social problems which face Information were unable to
the red man in America, such as attend. Instead several movies
unemployment, high suicide rate, expounding the views and goals of
and poor health.
the Panthers were shown.
Third World movements, a
At 1:40 Student Org. held its
first all college assembly .in the workshop on the plight of
snack bar. President Nathan Weiss, Mexican-Americans, Indians,
Blacks, Puerto Ricans, was held
from J J :30 a.m. to I :00 p.m. in
the Coffee House.
PROJECT YOU . s last
scheduled activity was a student
film festival from I :30-3 :00 p.m.
in the Coffee House. Three films,
$175 plus a $35 activity fee for a BLACK POWER, DEAD END
semester which may take in STREET, and DEAD EARTH
twenty-one credits. For this same were shown, dealing with Black
amount of credits, one evening Panthers an ex'- convict's
student pays $420, at $20 per experience of American College
credit. While paying this life , and environment,
burdensome tuition, he is not able respectively.
This year's chairman of
to use any of the college facilities,
such as the gymnasium or the PROJECT YOU was freshman
class President Marc · Sonenthal,
Snack Bar.
who
described PROJECT YOU as
Mr. Armond Veltre, the
President of the Evening Student "an understanding created to
Council has therefore submitted a improve communications between
list of demands to President Weiss. the many diversified groups,"
keynoting BROTHERHOOD.
(Continued on Page 3)

Evening Council
Works For Rights
Unknown to most Newark
State day students, the rights of
evening students in our college are
being severly ignored. The severe
problems of these 8,000 evening
students are finally being notices
however. A turning point has
passed in which the students
themselves are striving to improve
their situation. These students are
being denied the facilities of the
campus while at the same time
paying double the tuition of day
students. A day students pays

Dean Benson Parks, Mr. Mander,
and Mr. Martin Buchner, as well as
members of the Student
Or ganiza tion Executive Board
were on hand to answ er anv
qu estio ns of the students.
Ur. Weiss spoke of the creation
of the Ombuasman as "o ne of the
most promising a reas" of
com munication and of the
introduction of student s on all
committees. Dave Lichtenstein
expressed his desire for improving
co mmunication on campus,
especially through the leadership
conference. he said hopefully the
student directory will be out next
week.
The Curriculum workshop
took place Wednesday morning in
the Alumni Lounge. The present
Structure of the departments was
the topic of discussion as many
department chairmen were on
hand.
From noon to one o'clock, the
film THE TENEMENT, sponsored
by the Human Relations
committee of C.C.B. was shown.
The film dealt with the conditions
of the slums in Chicago and its
relationship to the morale of its
inhabitants.
The Coffee House , on
Thursday morning was the scene
of the war in Indochina
workshop. This dealt with the
present conditions in Indochina as
well as the economic effects here
at home.

Melanie
Brings
Joys
Ji is hard to describe the
Melanie concert here at Newark
State College adequately. Melanie,
the popular folk singer, has never
been a great favorite of mine , but
I must confess, I was
overwhelmed by her talent as
shown last Saturday. She has a
voice that is not captured
effectively on record, strong,
beautiful, honest.
She opened her set on a low
key and continued it that way.
The audience response was warm.
Somehow , seeing Melanie in
concert is not a formal thing , you
almost feel strange applauding.
It's as if you were at a party with
a group of close friends. The
atmosphere was intimate and the
people there went away with
smiles on their faces. Melanie ...
a person with an amazing talent,
with a contagious love of life that
spreads and engulfs an evening.

Urban
Recreation
Planned
bv Susan Cousins
A plan is being considered by
the curriculum committee that
will create an additional major on
the Newark State campus; that of
Urban Recreation . This program
has been organized with the
assistance of Dr. Kenneth Benson
and Professor Benton Cummings,
both from the department of
Physical Education.
Because of certain adaptions, a
major in Urban Recreation differs
from a major in Physical
Education. Urban Recreation
involves youth activities with
certain necessary restrictions. The
same basic knowledge of
recreation is essential ,to an Urban
Recreation major as to a Physical
Ed . major, but the most
important additional requirement
is insight into the problems of
urban areas. These are problems
which are linked with the attitude
and involvement of children.
If the program is accepted , new
courses will be created. Dr.
Benson hopes that there will be an
opportunity to supplement the
present faculty with "nationally
known practitioners," in the
specific courses.
To date , no other colJege in
New Jersey has offered a degree in
Urban Recreation . The National
Recr«:ation Parks Association has
estimated the need for trained
recreation personnel at 75,000.
There is a national and equally
important state demand for
people with a major in recreation.
The vacancies .cannot be filled ,
however, because of the lack of
qualified people.
The suggested program also
includes a minor in Outdoor
Education.
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Advanced Painting Students Exhibit Work ·
by Kathy Meade

Exhibiting now through
December 18, in the Gallery of
the College Center, are several
undergraduate advanced printing
students, instructed by Vito
Giacolone. I had hoped for more.
The students exhibiting are , on
the whole , making nice
reproductions; few seem to have
found a direction of their own.
Experimental student work
traditionally follows trends set in
the avant-garde. Robert
Rauschenberg, student, was
affected by Kurt Schwitters. On
his own, however, he carried
Schwitters' method farther out
from the canvas, e.g. Bed 1955.
Frank Stella could hardly have
avoided Barnett Newman, but
multiplicity of the lines, the
shaped canvases, and color
elimination were his decision,
based both on an understanding
of Newman's work and what he
personally wanted to accomplish
in painting. In our gallery, I feel
that many of the students lack
real understanding of why they
are minipulating materials in the
way they are .
I am impressed by the work of
Frank Palaia; it has progressed
rapidly in the past year. Earlier
paintings in the exhibit are those
with distinguishable linear form .
The later paintings are
refinements of the earlier ones,
emanating both subtelety and

assurance. He seems to be growing
within his medium . Tom Stugips'
canvasses also seem more assured
in their own right than many of
the others exhibited.
Pat Porter seems to have found
direction, but her statement
remains too amorphous. The long
white-on-white painting especially
falls short of having any real
impact. Barnett Newman has done
the line thing; Jasper Johns cut
and posted. I like her white
hanging 1 floor piece , but was
disappointed to find that it isn't
in one piece. The concept works
for me, but the execution doesn't.
Donna Mertz seems to have given
up stretcher bars as well. Great!
but I have to sympathize with the
painting hanging without support.
Her disolution of the stretchers
impresses me - her solution for
the remaining canvas fails to
work. In comparison, Pat Porter's
ye llow floor piece is much
stronger. It has come off the
stretchers, but off the wall as well.
What is the purpose of eliminating
· the stretcher bars, if yo u hang
onto the wall? Pat's piece involves
the canvas and color and shadows
interacting as a single entity. It is
an answer, perhaps not the only
one, but definitely stronger than
abstract expressionist stains
drooping on the wall. Helen
F rankenthaler' s stained canvas
carried abstract expression~sm her
way, to the point she is at today.

Evening Council
(Con tinued from Page 2)

These demands call for : a) a
recognition of night students as an
integral part of the college, b) the
gymnasium and pool to be open
until 10:00 p.m. c) admission to
athletic functions on a permanent
basis, d) the book store to be
o pen until 7:30 p.m.e) the
fi nancial aid department to be
open one night per week un til
8: 00 p .m. f) the parking
permitoffice for the evening
Student Council, i) a member of
the evening student council to be
on President office to be open
until 7:30 p.m. two weeks before
the beginning of each semester, g)
the cafeteria to be open until 7:45
p.m. h) an office for the evening
Student Council, 1) a member of
the evening student council to be
on President credits, and k) a
$1.00 rebate from the state per
credit hour to be used as an
activity fee.
Of all these requests, the only
ones in practice as of now are the
Student Council office in our
Student Center and the bookstore
being open in the evening. The

S t u de n t Council wished to
concentrate on the $1 .00 rebate
in order that the credit price may
be broken down and the funds
redistributed.
The Evening Student Council is
not operating without the power
to enforce their demands. Eight
thousand evening students control
a vast amount of vo ting power,
and with the election year coming
rapidly up, many politicians have
pledged to the evening students
their sup p ort. The Student
Council is presently planning a
press conference with local
newspapers in order to gain public
support. A state-wide Student
Council is being organized by the
State Colleges, representing
45,000 night students.
The Student Council of the
eveing students is an efficient and
sincerely motivated organization
which needs the understanding
a~d support of the day students.
Mr. Veltre expressed confidence
that with such support as well as
political support, the goals of the
Student Council as close at hand.

Donna seems to want to carry the
staining process back to
expressionism. Do the two belong
together anymore? Susan
Whitworth's canvases are
successful in that they have
reversed the process and
transferred the stains o f
Frankenthaler to the brushst rokes
of Susan . An answer.
The exhibited canvases of
Regina Tomasula are cool and
direct. They are present and
demand to be recognized. The
colors are impressive because they
shouldn't be but somehow do
work in the multificated hard
edged paintings which are
technically well done, but which
compostionally seem on the

decorative level, designed with a and Albers and then face another
ruler, much in the same way in listless canvas - these do not
which Frank Stella's last paintings invite involvement.
The pieces exhibited by
came off as pastel compass
doodlings - he came so far and Barbara Paterck seem individually
assured as well as being finely
now seems unsure Regina seems to be stuck on executed. The impact of personal
decorative straight edge, without expression is subtly balanced by
the understanding · of what her her style and color selection. I like
forms are and can do. Dennis them.
This exhibit is worth seeing
Whitley' s paintings disappoint me .
His intent is vague - is he · because the artists showing are in
enlarging Robert Delaney shapes transitional periods. A few seem
or working with color? I am left to have chosen painting as their
confused and feeling that he too is explorative ground . They're
unsure both of his colors and why looking for the new directions
he's involved with the circle and that remain to be found , must be
square and the shading techniques found, in order to keep painting a
of surrealism. 1 recall others of his relevant art force. Some valid and
painting and the impact of Fangor exciting things are happening in
the works in the gallery, but they
are embryonic and delicate care
must be taken to develop them
conceptually as well as
technically.
Artists include: Donna Mertz,
Frank Palsia, Barbara Paterek,
Patricia Porter, Robert Rodgers,
Tom Strigus, Regina Tomasula,
Dennis Whitley, Susan Whitworth.

Talent Show
Boffo! (?(
Richard Faugno, sophomore
music education major, won first
prize in the class of 73's Talent
Show, which was held Thursday,
December 3rd, in the Theatre of
the Performing Arts. Rich was
among sixteen other performers.
He was awarded the seventy-five
d ollar cash p rize for his
performance of two of his own
piano compositions, Menvetto in
A minor and D' Alicia Ballade in G
minor.
Second and third place went to

Ben Marshall and Steve Band
respectively. Ben received the
fifty dollar prize for his piano
renditions of the Love Theme
from Romeo and Juliet and
Windmills of your Minds. The
twenty-five dollar prize went to
Steve for his guitar and vocal
version of Simon and Garfunkel's
America .
Though open to both students
a nd faculty performers, Mr.
Dominick Letterese was the only
fac u lty re p rese n tati ve. Mr.
Letterese's reading and adaptation
of a Moliere play to a W.C. Fields
comic situation was a highlight of
the evening. Terming his
performance as a "personal
contribution", Mr. Letterese
asked not to be judged for the
cash prizes as were the other
contestants.
Winners were chosen on the
basis of three factors' selections of
pieces to be performed, state
prescence and talent. Each
contestant was rated on these
points on a scale from one to ten
which he was performing. The
judges consisted of Mr. Harry

Clark, former director of The Miss
Newark State College -Pageant ,
who is presently affiliated with
the Miss New Jersey Pageants , Dr.
R. Daniel DiSalvi, advisor to the
Cla ss of '73 and assistant
Professor of Psychology; Miss
Lorraine Hill, Miss Newark State
College 1970; Mr. Charles Tyson,
Assistant Professor of History;
and Mrs. Ann Walko, aide to the
Dean of Students.
The other contestants, in order
of appearance, included: James
Martin, Bernadette Schierer,
Joyce Okada, Jeff Brooks, Magda
Lomba, Lin Weber, Bill Schmeck,
Kathy R oehrich, Theresa
Coleman, Tom O'Brien, Rich
Ferrante, Mary Ann Robinson,
and Dale Farmer.
Introducing

each

performer

were M.C.'s Sandy McDede and
Elliot Bernstein .
Bob Powers, sophomore class
president, explained that the
Talent Show was an effo rt on the
part of the Class of ' 73 to bring a
different type of entertainment to
Newark State. If the class of '73
had sponsored the customary
dance instead, the $150 that was
used as the Talent Show Prize
money would have probably gone
towards a band, he explained.
"We were greatly encouraged
by the success of the show and see
the possibility for another Talent
Show next semester. The results
of the Talent Show prove that the
only activity of ben"efit to the
Student Body that can be
sponsored by a class does not have
to be a dance", Bob respo nded.

Pa9'.f.our
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Editorial

Sound and Fury
Speak Up

Looking
Back
Well , this is the last editorial of the year.
(Next week is our second annual Christmas
fiasco), and looking back over the year, one
finds that a lot of things have changed on
Newark State's Campus. Some for the
better. Some for the worse .
On the plus side, there is a spirit of
involvement present that just didn' t exist
before. This· past year, we witnessed a
student strike over the Cambodian invasion,
an upurge in political interest both on and
off campus, and an air of informality
between students and professors.
Unfortunately , the above good points
have spawned a rather upsetting result and
we hope it's a temporary one. A lot of
students this year have fallen into the rut of·
being performers. They enact a role they
have assumed for one reason or another, and
never vary from what they think their new
"character" should be , be it radical ,
conservative, liberal , member of a counter
culture, or God knows what. It's a shame
because these people would be liked even

more if they'd Jet the facade drop and relax.

A lot of folks are taking themselves a bit
too seriously. Ease up , gang. Smile every
once in a while . Take a look around you and
see what's going on .
There are a lot of good people around
and you don't have to look far. Just live ,
people ... and enjoy .

by Ph il Frank

Dear Editor
The pitfalls of indiscriminate ,
s ubjective criticis m are
unnecessary, unpredictable, and
sometimes tragic. Perhaps a writer
should consider all the "angles"
before he criticizes an event or
individu a l. Spe c ifi cally I' m
referring to the writer o f the
column "C'onservately Speaking. "
The native columnist in
mention , failed to evaluate the
reasons Muhammed Ali appeared
recently at Jersey City State
College. 1 must also ponder if Mr.
Abline ever heard Ali rap at a
college. I understand from some
Black and white students at
Paterson State that Ali was
informative and entertaining,
although some did not agree with
him. But this is neither here not
there, for Mr. Abline is implying
that every speaker that talks at a
college should have an intellectual
label placed upon him. Inherent in
this BS is the grandiloquent,
"articulate," circumlocutory type
of speaker who possesses various
institutional degrees, has authored
numerous publications, etc.,etc.
Although impressive, these are not
necessary qualities for a college
speaker. Of greater importance is
the interest of the students in the
speaker and his subject matter.
Black and white students
WAN1ED to hear Ali and that is
why he was there. One might
suspect that Mr. Albline feels that
students should not have a say in
what speakers their colleges invite
to talk or lecture.
Muhammed Ali may not be the
dime a dozen "intellectual"
speaker available to lecture at
colleges, nor IS he the epitome of
the white concept of a
heavy-weight champion. Yet Ali
characterizes an aspect of
American society that students
should and want to be exposed to.
Whenever a Black enters an
area of public concern (especially
boxing, which concerns the
American masculine psyche and is
a real focal point of attention) he
must conform to expectations or
be demoted into obscurity. Ali
did not conform and was
consequently punished. Unju st as
this was, the psychologica lly
dethroned white male ego will
stop at nothing to discredit Ali,
either inside or outside of the
ring, or both.
Mr. Abline, perhap~ you fail to
note that Ali is popular with
students who know where it's at.
As far as literacy goes, let it go.
I'm quite certain Ali's opinio ns
are more widespread than you
want, which when coupled with
his co nt roversial style, annoys you
to the point of seeking reasons to
discredit or villify him. Ali may be
a semi literate in your opinion,
but when Ali talk s, he is
UNDERSTOOD . Incidentally,
before anyone concurrs with you
and your depiction of Ali, they
must first ask themselves: "Who
in the FUCK are you?"
It is often helpful to a
co lumnist, critic, or writer, to
occasionally separate the
philosophy from the philosopher
and to expound on the former. It

is quite clear tha t you are not
aware of the philosophy and
sought the easier more scandalous
ap pro ac h
attacking the
proponent of the philosophy.
As a result of the continuing
way in which yo u write your
column, 1 think it should be your
column and not Ken Wilson's that
should be abruptly terminated.
Ronald B. Franklin

read and as such felt compelled to
write a further rebuttal, all I can
say is, that was my second draft
which was printed by mistake.
I did write a third draft but in
my haste to get the hell out of
here Friday afternoon, I hand ed
in the wrong draft. Please accept
my apologies.
Happy Chanuka,
Alan N. Farber

To Alan

T.B.A.!?

To the Editor:
re : Alan Farber
Gunnar Urang is really
beautiful. Go fuck yourself, Alan.
P.R.

To the Editor :
This letter is being written in
regard to the paradoxical
directio n that the Elem. Ed. Dept.
seems to be currently heading. It
appears that the department is
devianting from whatev er
stantlards that we as 'free
thinkers' consider valid; in that
individualized .instruction is 'IN'
whereas many of N.S.C. 's finest
faculty are still 'OUT'.
We are extremely upset by the
fact that of 52 courses being
offered for the forthcoming spring
semester, only 25 have people
teaching these respective courses.
Therefore, if one uses a basic
mathematical procedure ,
commonly referred to as
subtraction, one then can see that
there are 27 T.B.A.'s. This is in
reference to unannounced
professors. T.B.A.'s therefore
negate the change that the
registrar' s office made for free
course and professor selection.
Whoever is responsible for this

To the Editor:
In response to the letter by
Alan N. Farber in rebuttal to that
of Gunnar Urang ; thank you Alan
for proving so beautifully the
point of the letter by Mr. Urang,
with your SICK, SICK, SICK
rebuttal.
Jere Tannenbaum
To the Editor :
In regards the Sick article in
Sound and Fury last week I want
to clarify a few things.
First, and foremost, Mr. Farber
does not speak for all the brothers
of MU. I don't know where he got
that notion. I speak for myself
and so do a lot of the other
brothers.
Second, Mr. Farber has a
justifiable grievance. After all, VD
was his idea. However, his choice
of words shows a Jack of cfvfifty
and culture . . If M r. Urang didn't

like VD, so what! The brothers at
MU feel that it was a success and
that's what matters most.
I hope this will be the last we
hear of Sick articles.
Luis Sanchez
Jim Pepe
Benjamin Pierce

From Alan
Dear Editor¾
Re : SICK
In response to all those who

l,lro6Uil

a1ror hMa F..uJ•d ·

h4Ur b.liU,~

professional responsibility. As
such how can we as 'future
teachers' totally ignore our college
environment?
Who made this repressive
mistake? Is it one of the 33
faculty members in the E.E.
dept.? Perhaps it is more than
one, thereby concocted by a
group devoted to tyrannize the
lives of students as if they were
still children. It is hoped that the
department chairman will take the
proper steps in order to seek out
the guilty. If this is carried out
then WE can avoid a future error.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Women Questionnaire
Results
by Janet Wilson
subsequently
men
to ' a
Criticisms were made by
degree) . .. .
several male respondents: "loaded
She also say she believes that
phraseology" and insufficient women should approach men
alternatives. The latter criticism is sexually when they want to : "if
important to those who have not agression intimidates your man ,
yet formulated their pattern of he' s not worth knowing." But
life-style.
I
wrote
this another woman writes, "I feel
questionnaire for people very they (women liberationists) are
steep in middle-class compromise. trying to reverse the roles. The
(e.g. "We'll get married because of man should always be the
our parents, but live our own dominant figure, the one to lean
lives.")
Radical
life-style on." She believes that women's lib
alternatives were not considered. advocated hatred and castration
However I am very interested in of men and is composed only of
hearing about specific (and frustrated or homosexual women ;
working) alternatives to present she also holds misconceptions
roles and patterns of life which about the structure of the
may be new to many of us.
movement.
None of the women answering
After all the exchange of
the
questionnaire
throughly , opinions on abortion in the
understand what the real goals of Independent it is interesting that
the movement are. some of them none of the respondents condemn
are blinded by the media abortion outright. In fact most
simplifications and distortions. believe that it is the individual
But even the more thoughtful and woman's choice. (Only two
knowledgeable women fail to checked the qualified answer.)
realize that women's lib aims Everyone feels that birth control
toward the entire restructuring of is a shared responsibility , and that
child-rearing practices, sex role women have the right to .decide
expectations, in fact of society about having children or not.
itself. We can no longer assume
Several people show good
that a woman as wife and mother insights into the results of our
forms a good basis for a good present day male and female role
present-day
society.
"Most expectations. ln answer to women
women should not have children," not having pressures laid on .. hem
and
"American marriage is to conform to a secondary or
necessarily the only frame of unassertive role - it's just in their
reference
for the problems minds, one man commented, " If
(possed)"
are
two
male it's in their minds it's still a
comments.
pressure." One woman believes
None of the women who that women are about the same

•

by Ed Naha
It is difficult to describe
Second Thoughts (Decca 75230)
by McKendree Spring adequately.
There aren ' t enough superlatives
to do so. The group, which
devastated audiences at the
college last spring, has come up
with a very powerful second
album.
The first side impressed me a
hell of a lot with, what I
considered three of the best songs
McKendree and company has ever
done; James Taylor's "Fire and
Rain," " Susie, Susie," and "Got
No Place to Fall." It also included
'an unusual rock song, "Friend Die
Easy." That was just the first side,
nothing could top that I thought.
Then, I listened to the second
side . . . tremendous. It starts off
with "Cairo Hotel" that comes on
so strong, you don't know
whether to j ust sit in awe or go
marching around the record
player. It has always amazed me,
the way this group gets such a
strong sound with the
instrumentation it uses, bass,
acoustic and electric guitar, viola
and moog syntheizers. Drums and
piano have bee·n added to the
album, but still, the sound is
much more powerful than the
instruments would indicate.
Getting back to the album, the
second side also incl ud es the very
beautifu l "Lani," a gentle song for
a gentle lady. Bu t the high point
of
this side, and for me the entire
J'il$J)£.Ulded
havo heard of a emotion a Jly bu t are a bJe to
album, is the last piece un the
women's group on campus. Most express emotion more easily than
record: "For What Was Gained ."
of the male respondents have. men " because in our society men
Again, the song points out the
This sort of tells us where we're are indoctrinated to believe that a
calcu lated way the group uses its
at. (Remember when Whitey used show of emotions ( other than
instumentation to build and bu ild
to talk Black Power to "negroes"? anger) is a sign of weakness."
until an emo tional climax is
Well, it looks like the Man is back,
In
all of the returned
reached . To say this story of a
trying to wake up "girls" to q uestionnaires I de tected some
yo
ung d raftee and his family is
Women Power!)
fears and anger. The enti re
moving
is an understatement. It is
Half of the women (all in the question of women's liberation
so incredibly real , too real, that
youngest age bracket and single) affects
everyone
even
the listener has to get invo lved,
seem to uphold the traditional (especially?) the most radical.
has
to feel the soul of the song.
secondary
role
for women, Living liberated is a day to day
As usual , th e group s
especially
is courtship
and struggle ; it means ever-changing,
performance is excellent. Fran
marriage. They also hold very low evolving relationships between a
McKendree's
guitar work is over
opinions of women in general.
man and a woman, and between a
shadowed
by
his
fine vocals. Larry
Knowledge of the movement woman and her society. It can be
Tucker proves an adept backbon e
among all of the women has a very threatening.
direct
correlation
to
their SOME FACTS ON WOMEN'S LIB: of the group o n bass! Martin
Slutshy is very constructive of
opinions about women: the higher
I .) We're out to raise women
lead
guitar and Michael Dreyfu ss'
thei r opinions the more insight out from under domination . Men
violin and viola work add s the
they
have
concerning
the are dominated in many ways too.
distinctive sound that makes
movement and the more they We hope they will grow in
McKendree Spring unique.
approve of it. One writes:
freedom along with us.
Second Thought s: a work by
2 .) The movement is important
It is not the intention of
four master craftsmen.
Women's Lib to have all to "gay" women because they
* * *
women aband on their homes have felt the pressures and sneers
Doctor K' s Blues Band (World
and familie s for the office or of male dominated society more Pacific 21903) would be just
the factory . Neither is it's goal than any other group . But another blues band_were it not for
to castrate men , forcing them women' s lib has a much broader one thing, the recording job is
into a position of complete base , many of us married and lousey. As the group goes through
subj ugation .
Basically
the liking it, yet grappling with issued
such standard s as " Key to the
movement is interested in deeply affecting our entire lives. Highway," "Walking Blues," and
redefining
the
roles and
3.) It is important to the "Long Distance Call," one can't
obligations of women (and
(Continu ed on Page 8)
help notice the poor quality of
the recording.
The guitar, both slide and
Legal Abortions Without Delay
straight electric is recorded with
The Council o n A b orti on Research and
so much treble that your ears fold
Educatio n provides referral serv ices and
under to protect themselves. The
free i nformation regard ing legal aborti o ns
perfor med w ithou t delay i n hosp itals and
vocals are either drowned out by
out-pati en t f ac ilities in st r ict comp li ance
w i th proscribed m edical st andards and
pract ices .
Prices range f rom $195 to $395 for D&C/
vacuum procedures u p t o 13 wee ks and
from $600 to $700 for sal i ne p ro ced ures.
All inqu ir ies are completely confid en ti al.
For de t ails call (212 ) 682-6856

342 Madison Avenue o N - Vorlc , N .V . 10017 n (212) 682-6856

TYPING
WORRIES1
STOP
WORRYING! F.. npett typing
of Te"" Peper, Masten elNI
rDoctorol Thnn call MRS.
-ARMO.LD, 667-5145, Ecliti111Pl'Hfl.. a11 nqunt,

the band or when they are heard,
sound as if they were sung
through an aluminum megaphone.
Th e drums usually are slurred and
the piano solo s are incredibly
bassy.
Then there is the band itself.
Dr. K. and crew are just average at
blues. They get through most of
the songs alright, but some songs,
like you'd hear in the T.V. room
on a bad day.
It's not that Dr. K's Blues'
Band is bad. They're not. It's just
that most of the material on the
album has been done before; and
done better, at that.

* * *
For a three-man group, May
Blitz (Paramount S 020) makes a
lot of sound, all of it good. Blitz.
a new U.K. grouµ, consists of
former Jeff Beck drummer. Tony
Newman, Reid Hudson on bass
and James Black ~ on lead . The
group proves their talent and
versitility on their debut· album.
Side one is the better of the
two sides, featuring three long
cuts, "Smoking the Day Away,"
''I Don ' t Know , ' ' and
"Dreaming." All arc different, all
are interesting. The second side,
while not a strong as t'he first
contains two change of pace
numbers "Tomorrow May Come,"
and "Virgin Waters" which are
very, shall we say, lush'! (That's
not meant in a harsh way, ei( her.)
The record at it's rowdy best is
hard d riving rock wit h Newman
Chur ning aw ay like m ad. A.t it's

softest, Blitz is almost beautiful.
As well as being light
musically, Bli tz has done a nice
production job on ( hem selves,
playing everything (o the hilt. The
almost regal closing or "Virgin
Waters" is, for example, a nicely
executed studio effect (ha( closes
the album nicely. The nightmarish
sequence in "Dreaming" · is a
listening experience that ranks
with the visual excitement of
Fantasiax.
May Blitz is a new group that
show s talent, restraint and taste.
A group with a rather unique
sound. For AM fans listen for
" Fire Queen" on big mouth 's
show (no nam es).

* * *

B . B . King 's Indian ol a
Mi ssissi ppi Seeds (ABC 71 3)
mark s the first time in memory
that the master of blues had
devia ted from his stand and album
formul a: the famou s King
blues-song replete with horns in
the background . The results of
their deviation as heard on · thei r
album are pleasing indeed. .
The album starts off on a
different note, with King singing
and accompanying himself on
piano and singing, "Nobody Loves
Me But My Mother" and as ,lyrics
go : "She may be giving too. "
King, long regarded as the
"king" of the blues guitar, lends
himself very easily to songs that
smack of rock, such as "Ain' t
Gonna Worry My Life Anymore."
He's almost too good.
The album is given a new touch
by the addition of strings to the
arrangements replaceing, fo~ the
most part, horns. In one cut (Now
a current single), "Chains and
Things," the listener is healed to

the expected of B.B. t rading
guitar riffs with the entire string
section. The effect is startling to
say the least.
Indianol a Mississippi Seeds is
helped along by the presence of a
performer who is currently o ne of
the most in demand ' pianists
aroung, Leon Russell, Russell ,
who penned "Delta Lady" for
Cocker is well known (somewhat
ludicrously), as the fellow who
counts of " l-2-3-4" on Cocker's
"Cry Me a River." Not to be
outdone, Russell is l-2-3-4ing it
on his own song "Hummingbird ."
Which is, in my opinion , the
highlight of this album.
King has one of the best voices
in the blues world, and his
interpretation of this number is
superb. The ending of the song
explodes with power as King's
gui tar is placed in competion with
(he Ange lic Choirj Shirlie
MAatthews. Merry Clayton,
Clydie King and Venetta Fields.
Also featured in the album is
Carole King's piano work which
adds q u i t e a bi t to the
proceedings.
In the musical era of "f riends,'
i.e. Joe Cocker and crew, Delaney
and Bonnie, and the state of
Connecticu(; B.B. King has shown
that with a very select group of
"friends,'' new sou nd s can be
achieved . I( is very enjoyable to
listen to.
* * *
S ant ana.

in

my

mind.

h as

always been what you call a
half~assed attempt at rock. Their
new albu m, Abraxas (Columbia
30130) shou ld have been ca ll ed Et
MuchoDullo, because it's boring
as hell.
Carlos Santana and crew are
stil l mi1king the latin-rock bit for
a ll they can ge t. Never
improvising, but relying of the
same old patlerns. This is the
trend of stuff you hear in the
background o f the Cisco Kid T.V.
show, really bad.
The cover 's kind a nice,
though.

Notices
Po liti c al Science Forum
pre sents Sidney H. Stone, City
Admini str a tor of Rahway,
speaking in "Careers and Local
Government " . Thursday, Dec.. JO,
W 300, I :40 p. m.

Thurs. Dec. 17 at 1 Ao P.M .
Departmental get together ' of
Pol. Sci. profs & majors. Sloan
Lounge, Student Center
Refreshments will be served.

--

There will be a field trip on
December 18, 1970, for junior
secondary education majors
who may be interested in
senior student teaching in an
urban district for the fall of '71
or spring of '72. Contact the
Office of Student Teaching fo r
more information.
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''G i,n,ne Shelter''-New Stones Fil,n Gets Two Raves
Powerful-Grim
by Ed Naha
Jt has become the "in" thing to

search for "America" via the
cinema of late. Easy Rider did it
pseudo-philosophically. Zabriskie
Point
did
it
pretentiously.
Strawberry Statement did it wi th
Neil Young smgmg in the
backgro und . Gimme Shelter does
it realistically .. . . griml y.
Direc tors David and Albert
Maysles and Charlotte Zwerin
never have to edi to rialize on
anything ... . the people captured
in the film do it themselves far
mo re effect ively than any director
co uld. Briefly, the · film is
p resen ted to the audience on two
levels: that of a filmed acco unts
of The Rolling Stones last
American to ur and that of The
Stones themselves viewing the
ftlm months afte r the- original
footage was taken.
.
Gimme Shelter starts out as a
very entertaining film. The Stones
are interesting to watch even if
you don ' t care for their music;
and watching behind-the-scenes
ac tion is always fun . What makes
the film a MASTE RPI ECE of its
kind is the pacing. The graudal
heightening of tension that leads
to disaste r. ... the free concert at
Atamont , California which cost
four lives: three accidents arid one
murder.
We see the Stones' freebie
gradually turn from a nice idea
into a grandstand play for anyone
interested in publicity. We see the
concer't itself; inhabited by
thousands, policed by Hell's
A.n%e\s. "Th e

e n tiTe

e vent

is

The directors of the fil m have
managed to catch the entire
helHsh situa tion that ensued.
During the Jefferson Airplane's
set, va rio us scuffles take place on
and off stage. Angel s vs. " peace
creeps." Eq ui pment is knocked
over. Al one point, an Angel
argues over the PA sys tem with a
member of the Airplane. Angels
have j ust kn ocked out lead singer
Marty Balin after he tried to break
up a fight. Grace Slick's h and
gropes the air as she m umbles
Woodstock ja rgo n about keeping
cool. This isn't Woodstock. This
isn't the same J efferson Airplane
that sang about revolution to the
th ousa nd s
of
"A qu arians."
Violence is now real and no t a hell
of a lot o f fun .
The film is bo th a powerful
anti-violence
and
anti-drug
statement , whether intentional or
not. Amid the mass muggings the
camera catches people reduced to
a pitiable state by hard drugs.
They
write
uncontollably ,
animals .... nothing more . What
was cute at Woodstock becomes
grotesque at Altamont.
Fina lly the Stones are on and
mass violence erupt during every
song. There are screams. There is
blood . A helplessly dazed Mick
Jagger pleads for his "brothers
and sisters'' to keep cool. He
th reatens not to perform unless
the beatings end . Nothing matters
anymore . As he forces his way
through " Sympa thy For The
Devil" a face appears in front of
the stage . A bearded youth ,
grimly shaking his head "no" at

a .l agge r. " It' s nu good ." he m o uths,

nig h tmare.
Everyone
is
trapped .... everyone.
Anyone who runs around
today talking about "peace and
love vibes" and who recites the
Woodstock litany , should be
forced to 'see this film . . . . for this
in the antithesis of the Woodstock
fantasy.
Before the concert even begin s
there are signs of tro uble. Much
maligned promoter Sam Cutler ,
when told of someone on a really
bad trip , replies "Tough shit."
The audience is stunned. Doesn' t
he care? No , Cutler is there to
produce a concert not a play
nursemaid . He' s right and you
feel uneasy knowir.g it.

" If s no good."
There is a fl ash of movement
on the scree n. "Can I see that
again?" asks Jagger, now viewing
the fi lm with the audience . The
film is slowed down . There is 19
year old
MeridethH unter. .. .
murdered on the screen. His knees
buckles as an Angel's knife pierces
his back . He is stabbed again and
is engulfed by the crowd . "My
God! " you think , " I saw him
before! He was just standing there
dancing before!
The concert ends. The Stones
leave . The amb ulance d rives away.
As the people mill out the exits,
the song "Gimme Shelter" is
played. The girls sitting behind me

ABORTION UOUNSELING, INFORMATION
AND REFERRAL SERVICES
Abortions up to 24 weeks of pregnancy are
now legal in New York State. There are no
residency restrictions at cooperating hospitals
and clinics. Only the consent of the patient
and the performing physician is required .
If you think you are pregnant , consult your
doctor. Don' t delay. Early abortions are
simpler and safer.

If you n eed informa tion or professional assistance, including immediate registration into
availa ble hospitals and clinics, telephone :

THE ABORTION INFORMATION AGENCY, INC.
160 WEST 86th STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10024

212 - 873 - 66S0
8 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Makes You Want To Cry
by Howard Duff

at the theater tapped their feet to end . It was then that
a
very
strange
the music, then appla uded at the experienced
finish. Applause? For murder? sensation. . . . shame. GIMME
T rue Rolling Stones fans to the SHELTER . .. . A milestone.

By Howard Duff

I'm concentrating this review
on the Byrd s because Melanie
(that sweetheart) put me to sleep
for 45 minutes and to put her
down would have 1,000 people
after me.
I wa.s fortunate enough to be at
bo th shows Saturday night in that
)

w as able

to

Suddenly they're off the stage bu t
th e won-over crowd wo n't let
them off that easy. They ret urn
for encore number like "Chimes
of Freedom , "
" Bells of
Rhymney," " So You Want tp Be
a Rock and Roll Star," and " Mr.
Spaceman. " Most of the crowd is
on its feet dancing and clapping,

If you think that when you go
to see the new Rolling Stones
movie, " Gimme Shelter" that
you're going to see a regular rock
and ro ll flick, you're in for an
upsetting surprise.
"Gimmee Shelter," a film
ab out the last part of the Stone's
tour last year, with the emphasis
on th e tragic Altamo nt concer t is,
w i thout a doubt, the most
emotionally upsetting film I h ave
ever seen. It makes "Easy Rider"
look like Walt Disney. Directed by
the Maysles b ro thers, David and
Albert, and Charlotte Zwerin, the
film presents something that
m any film s have been trying,
through fictionalized sto ries, to
find where we, the youth of
Am e ri ca, stand today. That
alr e ady o ld c liche' " That 's
America" cannot help but be
used . To hell with "J oe",
"WUSA", " Mach," and even
"Easy Rider." They lacked the
thing that enables, "Gimme
Shelter" to makeitwhat it is - the
fact it actually happened and was
p h otographed while it was
happening. To think that you see
Meridith Hun ter, the guy who was
knifed at Altamont, b efore he is
killed and realize that at that
instant, the cameramen didn't
know that h e would be dead , is
unb elievab le.
The first part of the film is all
joy, the Stones music being the
main focal point. Then things
begin to get thrown in. Serious
things that make yo u revert back

see tha t h ighly

mobbing the fro nt of the s tage.

to

polished act of Mquinn and
Company is capable of bringing
people to their feet shouting for
more. But it was the second show,
the one in which they played
alo ne, that showed me the full
impact o f the group.
Roger Mquinn, the vocalist and
guitarist, has gone through mo re
members in the Byrds that it is
po ssible to remember. But yet,
even after each personnel change,
that distinctive Byrd ' s sound
remains in tact. The present group
consists of four credited members
and a speed freak tambourine
player who plays at concerts. The
group that appeared at the TPA
Saturd ay nigh t is the same group
on the latest Byrds album
"Untit led ." All are excellent
musicians who know how to
handle the sound (i.e. tone,
volume) of their instruments
(although at the first show the
bass and the vocals were not right
up to the rest of the band - a
prob lem allievia ted at the second
sh ow .
The By rd s material ranges from
Hillbilly bluegrass to Chuck Berry.
The amazing thing is how they
can carry out each style and p ut
th eir stamp of identity on each
number they do. "My Back
Pages," "Mr. Tambourine Man,"
(done accoustically), " Old Blue ,"
"Truck Stop Girl," Leadbelly 's
"Put a Whip On Me," Jimmy
Reed ' s -''Peepin' and Hidin," the
Dylan songs "Positively Fourth
Stree t " and "You Ain't Goin'
Nowhere, " "Chesnut Mare" and a
couple more all flowed out
building up to " J esus Is Just
Alright With Me" and into "Eight
Miles High" in wh ich the band
gets an opportunity to do some
tig h t, exciting jam work

The group leaves but still the
crowd won't let them go and they
call them back for another enco re.
" Things Are Gonna Turn Out"
goes righ t into " Roll Over
Beethoven. " The Chuck Berry
song cu lminates and the crowd
reaching climax leaves.
Newark State hasn't had a rock
concert like this in a long time, if
ever. The people there were
treated to the way a concert
should be.
J ust have to make one
complaint, though (Directed to
CCB). Those stage seats in the
fi rst show were fine for Melanie
but a rip-off for the Byrds. You
have to be in fro nt of a rock
group or all you will hear is the
amplifier closest to you (as many
people Saturday will attest to).
Let 's try to curb this practice next
time.

shelter. By the end of the movie ,
you ca n't even go back to the
music everything is so messed up.
I think that this movie should
be s hown
right after
"Wo odstock." The kids and the
way they act made you feel good
in "Woodstock." In "Gimme
Shelter," the exact same things
make you want to cry.
After the flick was over, I had
a knot in my stomach that lasted
for a long time. On the way home
I got th at wonderful feeling that
makes you want to run your car
off a bridge.
There is so much more to be
said about this movie but I just
don't know how to say it. After
you see it you'll know why. I
think the Stones had a lot of guts
to put out this movie. They didn't
do it for profit b ecause all the
money is going to charity.

the S tone s as som e

sort of

Tenth Annual Benefit Dance
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A Review: Neil Young
by Candy Givens

This has been a week in which two papers and two
exams were done, so for those of you who have been waiting
breathlessly for my next exposition of the virtures of the
right and the vices of the left, please hold on for another
week while we discuss some drips and drabs (better known as
inspired comments and irresistable observations.
A. " O Temporal O Mores! We let Tricky Dick get away
with one. The day after the president had sent troops into
North Vietnam to rescue captured Americans, I was so rely
disappointed to discover that no strike committee was on
hand to greet me. I had fully expected that told · " What
the hell are we doing in Cambodia" sign would 'have bee n
turned to the other side to read, " What the hell were we
doing in North Vietnam?" I had further expected that
microphones would be set up to enable our sage professor
from the English faculty to speak his immortal words of
wisdom , " It's time to stop thinking and start action ." Next ,
we could have voted to end classes immediately and hop off
to Bermuda a month early.
B. The next time someone tells yo·u that his generation
is the best yet, ponder this. What is Utopia to this
generation? Why Woodstock, of course. What are the
necessities of this Utopia? A large quanity of pot, and even
larger quanity of loud music, and an occasional piece of ass.
What me worry?
C. If the last issue of this paper reported it accurately,
which is by no means certain , then President Weiss is not
opposed to the use of alcohol or drugs in the Student Center.
Rather, he is only afraid that "outside interference" might be
encountered. I should think that Dr. Weiss would want to
make himself clear on this point, because .if he doesn 't have
any obj ection , then someone should inform the Trustees,
they might find some reason to object.
D. For those of you filling out your schedules, when
you get to the fourth floor in Willis Hall, and they give you
that little card and your not Black, Mexican , Indian, or
Puerto Rican, then you are an "other." It would appear that

You're seated in your box
(box?) yes, at Carnegie Hall
(Carnegie Hall?) and your date
stinks and there is no relating on
either part, but you cou ln't care
less because yo u came to hear Neil
Young. Yes. surrounded by
denims,
velvets ,
feathers ,
war-pain t and God knows what
else, watching theni file in ,
discoursing on past Grand Funks
and Sly Stones (ugh), preparing
their expertly rolled johnsons for
the big "gig" of their new folk
freak celebrity, Nei l Young.
(Didn't
he
sing
" Sea . of
Madness"?)
Well , aside from wanting to
lash out at the new "turned on tuned in generation" bullshit , I
went to see Young sing a few
tunes, pound on the piano a little,
get good and fucked up and enjoy
the show . . .. I guess he had the
same thing in mind .

Aestheticly, every thing was
perfect. .. . he sat himself down
on an old chair , surrounded by an
oriental rug, a few microphones,
guitars, and a piano. He took out
a scrap of paper with his songs,
rolled up his sleeve and opened
with Down by the River . He
st i uck me as a guy sitting on hi s
front porch, doing what he
wanted to be doin . singing with
the same amount of enth usiasm.
There was no Crazy Horse , no
Stills and Nash , just a dude in a
work shirt, alone. probab ly just as
high as the rest of us. singing some
rea ll y nice songs.
I-le ran through some old
Springfield favor-ites, then got into
some new st u ff like Dance Dance
Dance. moved through the Loner,
Cinammon Girl, Cowgirl in the
Sand, then pleased the crowd with
recent work like Southern Man,
Tell Me Why, After the GoldRush,
and the big one Ohio. (all of

which were acoustic ve 1s101
Then the big goof came . You n,,
mentioned that everybody wul j
sing along with the next one .. ..
the only thing was nobody new
the fucken song. It was Sugar
Mountain, which is the flip side of
the single Cinammon Girl, ki;,d of
an obscure cut (that I doubt Nal1a
- even knows about) . . . . and
everybody had a good time . .. .
Young getting a big kick out of
making fools out of everybody ,
while the crowd's clapping out of
time, fu cking the entire thing up ,
it wa s grand .... my date sitting
there , giving me unsympathetic
stares, while I sat there grokking
at everything and everyone. All in
all it was a fine concert , we got
our money's worth , everyone le ft
just as bored or excited or as
freaked o ut. ... it doesn't ma1ter,
Young's probably on his w:iy back
to his farm .... still laughing ... .
pounding on his piano, why not ,
the whole thing is absurd anyway.

some federal bureaucrat desires to rob many of us of our

ancestral heritage. How is one to identify with ones
antecedents by filing him or herself under the category of
" other?"
E. Did you see that yellow covered folder around which
was concerned with the Project You program? Did you also
notice that on the bottom right on the cover was printed the
word Brotherhood? Next, did you notice some of the topics
for discussion, Black Panthers, SOS and Third World
Movements? Brotherhood and the Black Panthers anyone?
F. I knew that the Kent State students got a rough time
from the Guards, but I didn't know how rough until 1 saw
the sign in the Student Center collecting for the Kent State
Medical Fund . Whiplash, maybe? Seeing that the incident was
seven months ago, I personally fought back the urge to
donate.
G. There is no truth to the rumor that Mr. Ken Wilso n is
tending his resignation from the Human Race on th e charge
that it is without compassion. Stick with it Ken!
H. It has always been my opinion that the student body
should be subjected to more writing in this paper from the
members of the faculty . Now , however, I am not sure. After
last weeks letter from Prof. Spaulding I have begun to
wonder. Mr. Spaulding . puts the blame for our littered
campus, not on the individual litterer but rather on the
"corporate structure" on "Uncle Sammy" and on the Boy
Scouts. Why not throw in Martha Mitchell and Tricky Dick?
Of course Mr. Spaulding meant well, he just doesn't know
any better.

To Grow Or Graduate
BY Suzanne St. Pierre

On rare occasions, when I've
had a few moments and nothing
to do, I've whipped out my trusty
catalog and looked over the
courses offered. I find myself at
these times* actually excited by
the prospect of taking courses I'm
interested in; actually grateful for
the opportunity to go to college.
Registration however, puts
rather a wet blanket on any
mind-expansion I could be
entertaining, and I find myself

going through the "suggested "
schedule with a feeling of intense
de feat. Requirements abound;
with prerequisites taking up the
rest of the time and options being
the best, but still inadequate
opportunity for self-growth. I find
myself questioning the value of a
college career hardly more
personally relevant than a high
school course, and ultimately
more stifling.
At these times, college seems_
(Continued on Page 9)
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The Liberation of
Super A m e rica na

omen 's Results

11

collectively what to discuss or
" frustrated" also, since many have work out with each other.
developed very bad self-concepts
7.) I have heard of at least
a nd
extremely
destructive three groups to which women on
attitudes. Together with other campus belong. But as the women
women , their feelings can be in the Women's Center in N.Y.C.
worked through and they can find told me when I was seeking a
that they are appreciated and group, "Get some names and start
loved. This is one important way your own group." (I would
"sisterhood" works.
suggest that anyone seriuosly
4.) Women's lib may be based interested could use the "Notices"
primarily in the upper middle column in this paper. Mention
class but its aims are to free all your mailbox number, the kind of
women
from
the
heavy , group you want, and ask for
unrewarding burden of their role interested people .) Anyone who is
in life. (There's a sociology book . already part of a group will be
called Working Class Wives I willing to help get yours started.
think , which would demonstrate An
ideal
number
for
a
the deadly cycle most of our consciousness-raising group is
women are caught in - especially between seven and twelve people.
when the struggle to make ends An action oriented group can have
meet is always part of it.)
any number.
5.) Women's lib , by its nature
8.) Men .are welcomed by many
and
egalitarian . goals
must groups as participants. l have met
function democratically . Kate several males on campus who are
Millet herself denied being a exploring the implications of
"leader" ,
saying that T ime women's lib in much the same
magazine was responsible for way many women are. These men
calling her one. Many women's would definitely gain from and
groups refuse to communicate c o n t r i b u t e
t o
a
with the straight press because of consciousness-raising group. The
many distortions like this one. one problem to confront is how
Others disagree. and use the press female competition for men if
as a means of publicizing goals.
often a large deterrent to true
6.) There is no tightly female friendships (which is a
organized women's lib movement. good reason for confining a group
But there is a large number of to women at fust.)
groups
with
very
different
9.) There will be a "March on
identies, functions, and immediate Lindsay"
December
12,
goals. An example : my group, a demanding twenty-four hour child
n o n • i s sue
or i en t e d , care centers, free abortion on
consciousness-raising group is self demand ,
and
no
forced
contained. We have no leader, sterilization.
Telephone
the
report to no one "above'" . Yet Women's
Strike
Coalition
twenty or so of us meet weekly (212-989-2266)
for
more
(Continued from Page 5)
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If you haven't read a superhero
comic book since junior high,
you're in for a surprise when you
do. Lois Lane is still the "girl
reporter" of the Daily Planet.
However, in the November Lois
Lane comic, Lois joins the ranks
of the radical comic book
heroines. After being ignored by
the blacks in the ghetto while
trying to get the "inside story" of
life in the ghetto, Lois with the
aid of Superman becomes black
for 24 hours. Upon returning to
Metropolis from Superman's polar
hideaway where
the
transformation took place, Lois
experiences a day in the life of a
ghetto black. Fires and falling
plaster, rats which attack babies
are part of the tenement life
shown. Militant blacks are shown
indoctrinating children that
"Black is Beautiful" in an
informal pre-school nursery . Lois
and Superman aid a black
community leader shot by drug
pushers as he broke up their sale.
Superman flies them to a hospital
and Lois gives blood for the
transfusion. The ending is sticky
sweet with the again white Lois
worried that her new black friend
will no longer like her. The last
scene is the white hand in the
black band .
This may not seem radical to
you

information.

NOMOTH

It is_ quite evident that many
people roaming the campu s are i11
dire need o f help. NOMOTH is
just that - help. NOMOTH
(pronounced Porn-a-gee) is the
name of a student established
organization which will serve as an
formation source in the areas
: birth control , venereal disease,
onion reform, drug problems,
d to try to end the state of
fusion concerning dropping
urses or leaving school.
Surprisingly enough, there are
·tain sources located within the
ppus stru cture that are able to
students in these areas.
wever, most students are
1
amiliar with these centers. For
,,. ample, detection and treatment
of veneral disease is available to all
' ents in the Health Center. It is
.., tcause of this small but critical
ack of communication in this
area between the Health Center
and the students that NOMOTH is
being formed .
NOM OTH's purpose is to help
the students when possible by
directing them to reliable and
dependable services. It is run by
students so the stigma attached to
seeking help for the problems
relating to V.D., drugs, etc. will be
eliminated. NOMOTH will work
with as many services as possible
to meet the needs of the students.
It can be a vital service for the
people of N.S.C., but to help you,
you have to help NOMOTH.
Further information can be
obtained by writing your
questions to NOMOTH MB. No.

by Barbara Klaus

664. by future articles to be
written in the Independent or the
following students : Shelley
Shawin, Sue Hollerbach, Liz
Noerpel, or Eloise Hajjar.

More Sound
and Fury
(Continued from Page 4)

The cries of those who live in
AMBIGUITY has again been
heard as it was in 1776. The major
difference is that this is 1970 and
the CURRENT CRY IS: "WHO'S
T.B.A., WHO'S T.B.A. !!!" This is
a repugnant cry, as most are, yet a
most valid one.
For any further information on
this matter please feel free to
contact us at your convenience.

EMBLEMATICAL AS ALWAYS
Alan N. Farber '71 ½
Stan Lynnik '72
Curt V olnici '7 3

NOTICE
The Student Discount Ad
Book was published and released
on Wed., Dec. 2. The Ad Book
consists of stores of all types:
Clothing, florists, jewelers, and
many others that give discounts of
up to 10%, some even 15% and
20%. The stores listed will honor
any student as long as the student
shows his or her Newark State
Student ID card.

but

It

does upset

Bobby

Seale's theory - "I began to see
that Superman was a punk ; that
Superman didn't relate to
replenishing the earth , like Huey
Newton and other real people do .
In essence , Superman is a phony
and a fake. He never saves any
black people in this country in

any comic book stories." Bobby
Seale, Chairman, Black Panther
Party from Seize the Time quoted
in New york magazine Oct. I 9,
1970.
Women's Liberation is covered
in the December Issue of The
Av e ngers.
The female
counterparts on the superheroes
have not been allowed to join the
Avengers, e.g. Black Widow was
not allowed to join while the
Spiderman was. A new super
woman appears - The Valkyrie.
She organizes the super women
into The Liberators to squelch the
male chauvinist pig superheroes.
The super women help the
super men put down a group of
super bad guys who were trying to
steal a parallel time machine.
After routing the evil doers, the
super women put down the super
heroes. But alas. The super
women have been tricked . The
Valkyrie is really the evil
Enchantress. The Enchantress
wants the parallel time machine
for her wicked plans. The Scarlet
Witch, who had not been fooled
into The Enchantress' spell, fights
and destroys her. The Avengers,
the men, feel smug that the
women had been tricked. The
super women remind the men that
they , 4 women, and overcome and
shackled the great Avengers and
that The Liberators may return.
The

John Barth
1t's John Barth time again (I
hope I can keep my pants dry
long enough to write this) . I want
to tell you about The End of the
Road, or at least tell you to read
it. Last year there was a movie
made out of this book , which I
didn' t see but I hear got good and
bad and mixed reviews. The book
gets only good reviews .
My copy of the book has a
provocative picture on the cover
and a little blurb to lure the
dirty-paperback crowd : "A
brilliant novel of marital infidelity
on a college campus" which to my
biased mind, is like calling Alice in
Wonderland the wonderful story
of a little girl who gets lost for a
while.
The first time I read The End
of the Road, I borrowed it from a
friend of mine who underlines a
lot, and I noticed she underlined
silly things in it like : "I raised my
eyebrows", "The Doctor made a
short, derisive sound (a sort of
Huf!) and turned away", and "Mr.
Blakely was sullen but he replied ,
'the animal' ". (Now that has
almost nothing to do with this
book review, but it makes me
laugh.)
I'm trying to figure out how to
sell you on this book, and it's a
problem because you probably

prob l ems

of

overpopulation and test tube
babies are covered in the
December Green Lantern. The
Green Lantern , Green Arrow and
Black Canary are transported to
Maltus, a planet that is the birth
place of their friend an Oan.
Maltus had passed thru a cosmic

•

IS

cloud which had caused all the
people to become sterile. Mother
Ju na appeared and collected
samples of flesh and blood which
she cultured and developed into
human beings. The test tube
people could reproduce and did,
but Mother Juna kept creating
more test tube babies. The
"babies" she created matured to
adulthood in a few days with
programmed personalities and
memories . Overpopulation
occured rapidly and the problems
of overcrowding, hunger, and
disease accompanied it.
The Green Lantern and
company set out to find Mother
Juna and stop her. They found an
overly protective mother. She had
not been able to produce children
physically so she did it
chemically. She was obsessed with
being a mother. The Maltuans
entered her laboratory and
destroyed it. The Green Lantern
Saved Mother Juna from the
angry mob to await her fate .
The super heroes still have
super enemies but many of them
are super capitalists. Over the
summer months the Green
Lantern was invovled with a
corrupt mine owner oppressing
poor whites in Appalachia, a
white businessman who tried to
cheat a tribe of Indians, and
others. Minority groups are
represented on both sides. There
are indians and blacks being
helped but there are also indian
and black super heroes, such as
Red Wolf and Black Panther. The
Firebrand and the Falcon are two
other black super heroes. The
times have changed and the comic
books are starting to reflect the
change .

Here Again

wouldn't believe me anyway .
Anyway, I can always quote
someone else: "In The End of the
Road, Barth tells an intensely
perceptive, funny and savagely
realistic tale , with a principle
character , Jake Horner , who is
one of the most fantastically
dreadful to appear in a long time .
The End of the Road has more

freshness , more wit and invention ,
and more intellectual life of its
own than most recent American
fiction. It is a horrifying book ,
too . . .. " Maybe you will really
like this book and John Barth,
too .
Next week : The Sot-Weed Factor,
third in the "Bless John Barth"
series.

From the people who give inane trivia
weekly comes more inane t rivia.

Coming Next Week
Mondo Gazetto
(Son of the Daily Poope)

Outside Agitators
By Dick Gregory

Plymouth Rock was revisited
this Thanksgiving by a group of
Indian Americans protesting the
intolerable living conditions of the
descendants of the proud people
who once occupied all of
America. They rallied by the
statue of Chief Massasoit, leader
of the Wampanoag Indians wh·o
·inhabited the area settled by the
little band of Mayflower pilgrims.
They boarded the Mayflower and
covered the Rock with sand in
symbolic protest.
Those who find the Indian
protest hard to understand would
do well to delve a bit into the
history of the original pilgrim
landing. For one thing, less than
half of the little band of
Mayflower
settlers
were
God-fearing
pilgrims
seeking
religious freedom in the New
World. Captain Miles Standish was
a non-Pilgram hired to serve as
military adviser, along with two
hired
seamen
and
fourteen
inden tured servants and hired
artisans, thus forming the first
military-industrial complex in
America.
Brother
Standish
was
responsible for originating an
American problem which many
people feel is still paramount
today the use of outside
agitators who encourage looting
and stealing. When the Mayflower
first docked in Provincetown ,

One of our more eminent
music critics (?), a certain Mr.
Du ff, who seems to take pride in
the fact that he is so " IN," states
exactly how he feels towards the
music, however, his opinions are
exactly what I've read and heard
by co untless other shallow ,
in a rticulate members of the
"count e r- c ulture " . Mr. Duff
app ea r s t o paraphrase the
opinions (? ) o f such alternate
media personalities as Ro sko,
Sco tt Muni, All sion Steele, and
the distinguished personalities o f
WABC FM. Mr. Duff does not
seem to be able to come to any
opinions of his own, if he would
be able fo present his own true
reactions to music, his review s
might be easier to swallow .
Getting back to the philistine
tastes of Mr. Du ff, he seems to

Zorba Plays At Paperrnill
by Jane E. Wettrau
Zorba, a musical drama with

well b e explained by the
mediocrity of the script. A few
lines of snappy dialogue here and
there cannot carry an entire show
no matter how valiently an actor
may try to salvage it.
Not to be outdone by tl1e
Dolores Wilson is marvelous as
trend-setting New Yorkers, a new
Hortense, the French woman
opening approach was attempted.
Zorba falls in love with. Miss
While the house lights were still
Wilson captures all the warmth
up, the actors began to file out on
and earthiness that this character
stage, speaking soft ly to each
demands. A deathbed scene
other. The music swelled , the
during which the stricken
house lights dimmed and the
performer sings one last rousing
action began.
number always gives a nice touch
This would have been an to a musical. This time around
effective opening except for the Hortense reminice about her lost
fact that the audience really youth in " Happy Birthday".
didn't know what to make of it.
Adequately supporting Mr.
The pre-curtain murmur didn't Vandis and Miss Wilson are Ed
subside until the audience realized Eva nk o as Nilos, Gerrianne
wh at was happening and by that R aphael as the Widow and
time part of the first number had Carmen Alvarez as the Leader.
been lost.
The music is pleasant but more
Set in an A thens ca fe in 1924, important is the choreography.
a group of ent ertainers get Greek dancing is such an integral
together and tell the story of part of this production that it is
Alexis Zorba, a free spirited importa nt for it to be right. It is
Greek. Unfortunately, Mr. Vandis exciting and alive and adds
is somewha t less than effective as immensely lo the show.
th e life-loving womanizer.
Zorba will run at the Paper Mill
Altho ugh ordinarily a fine actor, until December 20. Phone
this lapse into mediocrity may reservations are accep ted .

from the book Zorba the Greek
by Nikos Kazantzakis, is has
Titos Vandis in the title role. is music and lyrics by John Kandler
currently playing at the Paper Mill and Fred Ebb and is directed by
Playhouse, Millburn. Adapted William Francisco.

Don't Be A

Statistic

Standish led a few expeditions
inland to explore the area. When
Standish and his men came across
some corn buried by the Indians
in
underground barns, they
couldn't resist the urge to "cop"
their new find, thus giving a very
early answer to the Indian's
question of whether or not he
could trust the white man .
Governor
Bradford
of
the
Plymouth Plantation later said
that planting the stolen kernals of
corn the following spring is what
saved the Pilgrim fathers from
starvation. Of course, a few
bushels of corn were minor to
what the white man would later
steal from the Indian.
But at least Brother Standish
(Continued on Page 10)

VOMITI

by A. Jacknow
think that there are entirely
too many music critics, telling us
why they like or dislike the music
that they listen to. I'm really not
interested in their justifications
for their philistine tastes in music.
I do not see why I must be
bombarded with two or more
long-winded supposedly music
reviews per issue of the
Independent. I do not see why I
and the other students of Newark
State must be exposed each week
to music reviews which reflect a
minority of musically tasteless
students. I am tired of reading
op1mons of students which say
which say the exact same things
that the other supposedly "hip"
publications, such as " Rolling
Stone," "Rock," "Time," and the
other terribly relevant trend
setters.
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have a knack for reviewing the
most horribly, pretentious trash.
An example of this is his in depth
review of Todd Rundgren, former
member of a little-known, no
talent, boring group called Nazz
(heavy). I am quite sure that this
album will bet little air-play and
less sales Mr. Duff states in his in
depth review that a certain song
by Rundgven reflects his great
talent for lyric and melodThe
"heavy" lyrics that Mr. Duff cites
are :
''We gotta get you a wom an,
It ' s like nothin ' else alive.
We gotta get you a woman,
And when we're through with you
.... We' ll get me one too."
I rest my case . .. .
What Mr. Duffs motives are in
reviewing these awful, unknown
groups is beyond me, although I
have a feeling that he may be
trying to impress the
impressionable members of the
"counter-culture" that reside in
the TV room, and in the vanous
nooks and crannies of the Student
Center hallways, by digging up
these obssure groups that they
probably never heard from. If this
is the case, then Mr. Duff, blow s it
by reviewing such "NOW" groups
as the long-defunct Moby Grape.
He review s their album which
came out, while Mr. Duff was
probably still wallowing aroung
high-school dances and listening
to the Association. If Mr. Duff is
going to continue to bless us with
his insights into such banality , I
wish he would do it orally to his
little "tribe" of peers, rather than
continuing to inundate the
Independent with his "feedback"
from the exploitive, so-called
"Hip" media.

With the I 970 Hunting Season
upon us, it behooves each person
who wishes to continue to enjoy
the outdoors, the Sport of
Hunting ; whether it is upland or
in the salt marshes, you should
evaluate the following statistics.
The comple te I 969 Uniform
Hunter Casualty Report is
prepared and published by The
National Rifle Association in
coopera tion with The New J ersey
Division of Fish & Game . It is
pleasurable to know that since the
advent of the Hunt er Safety
Program in New Jersey , the
accidents caused by firearms has
dropped sharply. A tally of the
calendar year of 1969 shows that
I 0,432 students successfully
completed the required Hunter
Safety Program . The Association
comments:
" Hunting casualties, compa red
with other types of accidents,
seem of relatively minor
importance. The tragedy of a
hunting accident cannot be
measured in terms of relative
statistical importance."
Hunters between the ages of 20
and 49 were the greatest area of
involvement. 941 actually did the
shooting, causing 690 hunters to

To Grow Or Graduate
(Continued from Page 7)

like a "diploma factory". in which
the " prod·uct " is subjected to
variou s machines and quality
cont ro I tests to be finally
mass-produced and distributed .
When do we get the chance to
learn what we want? When does
become their victims. The above
the mirn.1-chanelling, the "herd"
statistics are nation-wide.
idea of everyone needing the same
As New Jersey is primarily a know ledge end and personal
shotgun State, the greatest_ development begin?
weapon involved was a shotgun. If
I've been told by the more
is also interesting to note that the
radically individual people on
weather was clear and bright: the
campus that I can take what I
time of day was IO A.M. to 4 P.M.
want; that no one is going to stop
It is suggested that all persons me. "Just weigh your objectives:
engaged in the sport of Hunting, do you want to grow or
especially during the Deer Season , graduate?" they say. I want both;
wear the proper clothing.
I thought it was possible to do
Following are a few suggestions: both in a college environment.
(I) Do not wear any fur or I've wasted too much time already
leather jackets. It is suggested that
and I feel myself seriously trying
you wear blaze orange , red or any
to figure out the purpose of going
bright color.
to college and what I am doing in
(Con tinu ed on Page I 0)

life. What is the point ? Eight
semester hours of science will
m a ke me a better person ;
gathering the appropriate number
of credits in "necessary" area will
make me educated ; Swimming I
will save my life.
In one of my dasses, lhe prof
made a joke of how very good we
are al doing whal we're told (read
chapl. 1-9 tonight, kiddies. Learn
the following :), and how amusing
it was that many of us would be
teaching others to do what they're
told ; keeping the same ideas our
generation supposed ly rejects,
actively alive. The;~ was no
reaction from the cl:.iss - they
stared out of their glass eyes at
their printed program and
calculated how many minutes
were left ; and how many days and
how many years. I guess some
people learn faster than others ...
Or do they?

Page Ten

THE INDEPENDENT

·dUtside Agitators
{Continued from Page 9)

didn't
steal
the
Indians
themselves, as an earlier white
invader in the same area, George
Weymouth, had done. Weymouth
and his traveling buddy, James
Rosier, worked for English
promoters who were trying to
drum up enthusiasm for settling in
the New World. Colonization was
seen as good business primarily,
and religious considerations only
came in second. To the English
capitalists, if religion could get
folks over there fine. The main
thing was to get white folks
settled over in the land of the
Indians with a tie to England, so
that money-making goods would
flow into the mother country.
Weymouth and Rosier did
some trading with the Indians to
get them used to the idea. Or, as
Weymouth said, the English
"wished to bring [ the Indians] to
an understanding of exchange" so
that "they might conceive the
intent of our coming to them to
be for no other end." Since the
English planned eventually to get
as much of the· Indians' land as
possible, they wanted to make
that later job easier - or again, as
Weymouth said , to treat the
Indians "with as great kindness as
we could devise" without regard
to profit.
But one day Weymouth and
rosier got the feeling that the
Indians were setting them up for
an ambush. Probably because of
their own guilt, their [white
folks'] fears came out in them,
and on the suspicion of ambush
alone they decided that the

of England were also shipped
overseas.
Some towns saw
America as a convenient answer to
the poverty problem, recognizing
that a one-way ticket was a cheap
form of relief and a good way of
getting rid of indigents.
The descendants of the orginal
Indian inhabitants of America ·
know the true history. They
know, for example, that Miles
Standish started the whole ugly
process - stealing food from the
mouths of Indians to keep the
colonizers alive. And America has
been living off the oppressed ever
since.
The
Indians
who
demonstrated at Plymouth this
Thanksgiving
were
merely
pointing out that the Puritan
Pilgrims themselves were in great
need of purification - and so are
their descendants.
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. "Conduct Unbecoming"
by D.C. Miller
Great Britain's Play of the
Year, "Conduct Unbecoming," by
Barry England has crossed the
Atlantic and is being played at
New York's Ethel Barrymore
Theatre. Unlike its title might
indicate, England's tale of the
English is rather becoming.
Set in the heart of India, 1882,
the three-act play revolves in and
around the ante-room of the
British Headquarters.
Confrontations between 2nd. Lts.
Edward Millington and Arthur
Drake (ably portrayed by Jeremy
Clyde and Paul Jones) involve the
entire regiment in the question of
honor.
In the opening act, Millington's
rebellion from senseless military
procedures endears him to his
audience but lands him in military
court. Drake steals the final acts

•
notice

Senior elementary
education majors who are
assigned to do student
teaching during the spring
semester '71 may be
changed to the new 16
week center in Springfield
by contacting the Student
Teaching Office
immediately. Positions are
available.

other Salvages, who have been by
travelers in most discoveries found

classified
(

Red garnet birthstone ring.
Lost in Girls Locker Room,
sentimental ring. Contact
Cathy, 494-1748-$5.00 reward.

by phone.
During times like these, all of us suffer from numismatic
deficiency. Or, to use the vernacular, a shortage of bread.
But, good fortune is yours if you remember these two simple
ways to save money when calling from your room phone.

ONE. Dial your own calls. Most rates on calls are lower when
you dial yourself without operator assistance.
TWO. Dial during bargain calling times. For example, on

Missing
Two speakers from Karma
Please return no questions
asked

For Sale
1969 MGB Roadster Blue, Wire
Wheels, Radio Tonneau Cover,
Perfect Running Condition
353-5495
After S P.M.

MG
VOLVO

JAGUAR
TRIUMPH
ROLLS ROYCE

AMERICA
Authorized Sales & Service

IMPORTED MOTORS
MONTCLAIR. N.1
34 Valley Road

Two yvays to cu~e.
num1smat1c def1c1ency

natives belonged "in the ~anks of

very treacherous." So the two
Englishmen cut out, kidnaping a
few Indians to take with them,
and headed back for home shores.
Back in England, Ferdinando
Georges, head man in Plymouth,
was very pleased with the Indian
catch. He saw them as very good
for promotion. The Indians were
taught the English language and
rn were used to make speeches
' ut the riches of the New World
a the good· life to be found
• e. Such Madison Avenue
-tling paid off. All kinds of
s were attracted to going
e, not just the God-seekers.
victs from the jails of
lesex and other counties for
pie.
Homeless
and
doned kids from the streets

Quite So

as he comes to the defense of his touches that make "Conduct
comrade. The story ends with the Unbecoming" the theatregoers
fury of theatre-shaking gun fire "cup of tea."
and a most surprising revelaton.
The military mock court,
SPECIAL PRICES
glimpses at English sporting and
For Students and Faculty
partying life and the quaint
on new & used cars.
English expressions add the
Overseas Delivery Arranged
Call us for Free Brochures

weekends, or after 7 p.m . weeknights, for directly dialed calls
within New Jersey. And on weekends, or after 5 p.m . weeknights,
for directly dialed calls to other states.
So when you call home next time, dial the call yourself during
discount hours. Then tell your parents how you ' re saving them
money . .. before you ask for some.

746-4500
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Greek Season

Squires Win Opener

Ends in Tie

by Tom O'Donnell

The Squire basketball team
opened their season last Thursd ay
with a 79-54 victory over Drew
University. The game was close
for the first 15 minutes. The a
basket by freshman George Huff,
three free throws by Dan Pocus
and a basket by Bob Lamken
made it 38-28 late in the first half.
Drew never got any closer after
that.
in the second half, the Squires
never had any long scoring streaks
but just kept pulling away. Four
straight points by Pocus gave
Newark a 46-34 lead with 17 :06
left. A 7-2 streak at the nine
minute mark made the score
59-4 1 and sewed up the victory.
The Squires' height advantage
was demonstrated by their 72 -36
edge in rebounds. The Squire
scoring attack was pased by 6'4
freshman George Huff who scored
27 points and grabbed 23
rebounds. Dan Pocus scored 19
points while Bob Lamken finished
with 14 points and 20 rebounds.
The fourth scorer in double
figures was Jeff Miller who scored
Io points. Kers~y finished with 18
points to pace Drew , while
Osterhout and 12 .
NSC
p
F
G
Lamken
4
14
5
Miller
3
4
10
Huff
13
I
27
5
19
Pocus
9
Aikens
I
5
2
Borchers
0
0
0
4
Herman
2
Totals

29

21

In the final game of the season
for both teams Tau defeated Mu
23-0. Tau played control ball
most of the game, partly due to a
very strong wind which made
passing very difficult. Tau scored
- first on a screen pass from Jim
Catalano to Kevin White. Catalano
then hit Bruce Davis for the extra
point and a 7-0 lead. Mu was
unable to mount a substantial
drive against Tau's defense. Late
in the first half Mu was placed on
their goal line, and on the second
play of the se ries. Marty Shairpo
broke through and caught Mu 's
quarterback in the end zone for a
safety. The first half ended with
Tau leading 9-0.
Tau received the second half
kickoff and began a drive down
field . Tjhe big play of the drive
was a 45 yard pass completion
from Ca talano to Ken Graf. Graf,
however, tripped and wound up
on the 3 yard line. On the next
play Catalano hit Bruce Davis for
the score. Catalano to Davis was
good for the extra point and a
16-0 lead. The final score again
resulted from Catalano passing.
Catalano hit Larry Langlois in on
a 10 yard scoring pass. The extra
point was good and final score
was 27-0.
The season ended with a three
way tie for first place. Tau, Chi,
and Pi all ended the season with a
3-1 record. A playoff is necessary
in order to decide the Greek
champion.

lvo Lekich, Newark State 's co-captian from North Bergen,
.has been named "all league lineman" by the New Jersey
Athletic Conference. lvo is a junior majoring in history.
Jorge Barca a sophomore goalie from Newark; and Joseph
Dunn, a sophomore line~an from Clark received honorable
mention.

Pi-Phi
Greek football

79

The
season
came to an end Sunday for Nu
D!eta Pi and Nu Sigma Phi as Pi
rolled to a 19-0 victory. The game
was played in freezing
temperatures coupled with a very
strong wind .
Pi scored the first time they
had the ball . End runs by Phil
Scardilli and John Morris followed
by a Scardilli to Arnold Pepe p,1ss
completion gave Pi a first down
on the Phi 40. A screenpass to
Morris covered the last 40 years
and resulted in 6 points 'for Pi. In
the second quarter Pi's John

Drew

G
F
P
Zaro
4
2
JO
Osterhout
5
2
12
Scanlon
I
2
3
Corrigan
3
0
6
Kersey
8
2
18
Manueto
O
I
I
McGuire
1
0
2
Urguehart
O
1
I
Totals
22
IO
54
Halftime.... .......... ... -Newark 38-30
In the junior varisty contest,
the Squires rolled over Drew
81 -25. The Squire attack was
paced by Al Aikens 15 points.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
BEGINS IN JANUARY
APPLICATIONS DUE
BEFORE 12:00 PM.
DECEMBER 18, 1970

What About The Juke Box
The juke box we now have was
installed in the Snack Bar last
spring as a result of student
requests for this type of music
. machine. Many students were
dissatisfied with the irregularity
and poor quality of the records
produced by our tum-table in the
Service Desk and by the same
token, were at the realization
point that the college's own juke
box was wrecked, pilfered , and
useless.
In order to satisfy their tastes,
we brought in a company that
provided us with a high quality
machine at the lowest rate
possible, which is three plays for a
quarter. In addition the company
agreed to be completely
responsible for vandalism, theft,
wreckage , etc., with no
responsibilities placed upon the
college. Finally, they consented to
an arrangement whereby the
Recreation Room account of the
College would receive one third of

the gross coins collected. The
Recreation Room account is
utilized for the purchasing and
replacement of Recreation Room
items, magazines, newspapers , and
new gaming equipment.
The machine in the Snack Bar
has been averaging an income of

I
I
II

. TODAY
Thursday - December 10, 1970

IN
THE
CAMPUS SCHOOL

$60.00 per week for every five
week days. This appears to be a
rather good amount of daily
plays. As a matter of fact, the
Recreation Room building also
has had a machine installed
because of student demands. This
machine is also doing quite well.

SNACK BAR JUKE BOX

Please retain:

WRESTLING STARTS

I
I
................................ II

I remove: ................................ .
I Other comments: . .. .. ...... ............. . .. ..
I
I
I Return to Student Activities Office within one week.

-------------

I
I
I
I
I

Staryak intercepted his first of
two Phi passes, giving the green
and white offense good field
position . A short Pi drive ended
when Arnold Pepe caught a five
yard pass for Pi's second touch
down . Phil Scardilli ran through
the middle of thy Phi defense for
the extra point to give Pi a 13-0
lead .
The last play of the first half
saw Pi's John Morris race 68 yards
to the Phi one yard line before
being forced out of bounds. Phi
was unable to move the ball
against the Pi defense and was
kept deep in their own territory
throughout the first half.
In the second half Pi scored on
a 30 yard pass from Scardilli to
St an Pietrzyk after a long
s ustained drive . The weather
conditions and repeated penalties
kept Pi fom scoring again Phi
drove into Pi territory near the
end of the game for the Orst time
with the help of penalties, but the
green defense held and time ran
out as Pi look charge.
Pi ended their season with a
3-1 record which placed them in a
three way tie for the Greek
championship. It was the second
year in a row Pi finished the
regular season in a tie for the
championship.

Statistic
(C'o nti n u t:d from Page 9)

(2) Do not use a white
hankerchief - a deer's tail is white
when allerted. Use a red bandana
or colored kleenex or tissue.
(3) Do not wear white socks or
underwear for the above reasons.
( 4) Use only bockshot. A 12 or
IO gauge is legal ; slugs, stringed
shot or waxed shot is illegal.
(5) The Gun Case Law of New
Jersey states that your gun must
be cased when goin[!. i<, or from a
field where ace1 may be
reasonably expec ted to be found.
. Fine - $50.
( 6) Do not have any
ammunition on your person other
i than the ammunition you are
· going to use . Clean out your
pockets.
(7) Do not forget to get your
license, display same on your back
and if you are a Duck Hunter, get
your duck stamp and sign your
name across the face of the
Stamp.
(8) Get and read your Game,
Laws.

Varsity and JV
Basketball schedule
N-k State College 1970-1971
Varsity -,d Junior V.-sity Basketball Schedule
• New Jersey State College Athletic Conference

Date
Dec . 11
Dec. 14
Dec. 16
Dec. 21
Dec. 22
Jan. 5
Jan. 9
Jan. 16
Jan. 23
Jan . 25
Jan. 27
Jan. 30
Feb. 3
Feb. 6
Feb. 10
Feb. 12
Feb . 16
Feb . 20
Feb. 20
Feb. 24
Feb. 26

CC>llch : Fred Chesl<y
Assist: Alan Stoute
Captains: Wilbur Alki ns, Dan Pocus
JunlOr
Opponent
Site
Varsity
Varsity
• Jersey City State College
Away_
8:15
6:30
• Montdalr State College
Away
8 : 15
6 : 30
Rutgers South Jersey
.
Home .,;
8 : 15
6 : 30 "
Newark State College Invitational
Home -~
Basketball Tournament/Pace, Pratt, York Coll~~ To be announced
• Glassboro State College
Home
8 : 15
6 : 30
Newark College of Engineering
Away
8: 15
6 : 30
Qulnnlplac College
Home
8 : 1~
6:30
Alumni
Home
8 : 30
BIOOll)fleld College
Home
8 : 30
6:30
• Montdalr State College
Home
8:15
6 : 30
• Paterson State CoNege
Away
8: 15
6:30
Southampton College
Home
8:00
6:00
New Haven CoHege
Home
8:15
6:30
• Glassboro State College
Awav
8: 15
6:30
• Paterson State College
Home
8 : 15
6 : 30
* Jersey City State College
Home
8: 15
6:30
WIimington College
Away
· 8:00
Delaware Tech.
Away
6:00
• Trenton State College
Away
8 : 15
6 : 30
Newark Rutgers
Home
8: 15
6:30

date

t

event
MON DAY, DEC. 14th
Basketball : NSC vs. Montclair State

TUES DAY, DEC. 15th
3:00 - 5 :00
Faculty Senate meeting
1 :40
Reader's Theatre
1 :40
Renata Club
1:40
Ski Club meeting
WED NESDAY, DEC. 16th
8 : 15 p.m.
Basketball : NSC vs. Rutgers
So. Jersey
4:00 - 6: 00
Encounter Group
11 :00 - 3:00
Class of '74 Dance
5:30 - 8:30
U.E .C. Meeting
7:00 - 12:00 p.m. Coffee House
7:00 - 10:00
Newman Club Christmas Party
8 :30 p.m .
NSC Orchestra Concert
THU RSDAY.DEC. 17~
1:40
Reader's Theatre
1:40 and 3:05
Student Teach ing and Junior Field
Experience Registration : Sophomores
at 3 :05 p.m .
2:00 p.m.
EEO Open House Ch ristmas Party
1:40
Political Science majors tea
1:40
Registration and Transfer Orientation
4 :00 - 5: 00
College Conference Comm .
8:00 - 10:00
KE Christmas Party
FRIDAY, DEC. 18th
12:00 - 2:00
Staff Association Luncheon
1 :00 p. m.
CCB Christmas Ceremonies
2:00 p.m.
Free Rock Concert and refreshments
featuring: McKendree Spring
Admission : ID's only
7:00 - 1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House

I~IDEPE~I DE~1·r
place
Away
Library Conference Rm.
Little Theatre
Rm A, Downs
W100
Home
Alumni Lounge
Snack Bar
College Center
Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
TPA
Little Theatre
TPA

Browsing Room
Sloan Lounge
W400
Rm~. Downs
Sloan Lounge
Downs, Sections 11 & 11
Sloan Lounge
TPA

Hex Room

G4>j '.,

Linden Oil Refinery Blaze as Seen by Ed Mulkeen
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